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Session Recap 

Session Topic: SAS Visual Analytics Graph Builder 
Session Date: 13Oct2014 
Recording:  http://support.sas.com/training/us/lw/lwrecord.hsql?date=13Oct14&ccode=19884 
 

This session recap includes the Q&A from the session. Additional information and links to more detailed content 

are included. 

Don’t forget to register for additional Ask the Expert: SAS Visual Analytics sessions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Question: What is the purpose of the Graph Builder? 

Answer: SAS Visual Analytics Graph Builder enables you to create custom graph objects.  For 
example, you can overlay different graph elements to create a unique graph or you can create 
a custom graph that groups different types of plots together in a lattice graph.  Once created, 
report designers can use these custom graphs when they are creating reports. 

Additional  
Information: 

Styles, properties, and additional roles can also be set in the Graph Builder. 

   
 User’s Guide: About the Graph 

Builder 
 Create a Custom Graph with the 

Graph Builder 

 How to Use SAS Visual Analytics 
Graph Builder 

 Create Custom Graphs in SAS Visual 
Analytics Using SAS Visual Analytics Graph 
Builder 

 

SAS Visual Analytics Toolkit 

▪ Product Overview 

▪ Getting Started Resources 

▪ Try the software yourself 

▪ Community 

▪ Free Video Tutorials 

▪ Documentation 

▪ Training 
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Question: I’m looking at some of the graph elements available in the Graph Builder and I see a few that 
are different from the objects available in the Designer.  What is a band plot and why would 
you use it? 

Answer: A band plot draws a horizontal band with two Y values for each X value.  Typically, you would 
use a band plot to show confidence, error, prediction, or control limits. The points on the upper 
and lower band boundaries can be joined to create two outlines and the area between the 
boundaries can be filled. 

Additional  
Information: 

A band plot can be used to display high and low stock prices for a company over time. 

 
NOTE: A band plot does not support display rules in the Designer. 

   
 User’s Guide: Graphs, Charts, and 

Plots 

  Create Custom Graphs in SAS Visual 
Analytics Using SAS Visual Analytics Graph 
Builder 

 

http://support.sas.com/documentation/cdl/en/vaug/67270/HTML/default/viewer.htm#p1f3lpz99yf7o4n1injrxy3a1vn3.htm
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Question: What is a schedule chart and why would you use it? 

Answer: A schedule chart displays cascading horizontal bar charts that represent tasks, start dates, 
durations, and end dates.  Typically, you would use a schedule chart to easily visualize time 
lines. 

Additional  
Information: 

A schedule chart can be used to display information (start dates, durations, and end dates) 
about SAS training classes. 

 
NOTE: A schedule chart does not support display rules in the Designer. 

   
 User’s Guide: Graphs, Charts, and 

Plots 

  

 

http://support.sas.com/documentation/cdl/en/vaug/67270/HTML/default/viewer.htm#p1f3lpz99yf7o4n1injrxy3a1vn3.htm
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Question: What is a needle plot and why would you use it?  

Answer: A needle plot is a plot in which data points are connected by a vertical line that connects to a 
horizontal baseline.  The baseline can intersect with 0 or some minimum value on the vertical 
axis.  Typically, you would use a needle plot to show how multiple data points compare to the 
baseline. 

Additional  
Information: 

A needle plot can be used to display the volume, or number of shares exchanged, for a stock 
over time. 

 

   
 User’s Guide: Graphs, Charts, and 

Plots 

  Create Custom Graphs in SAS Visual 
Analytics Using SAS Visual Analytics Graph 
Builder 
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Question: What is a step plot and why would you use it?  

Answer: A step plot consists of a series of horizontal and vertical line segments that connect 
observations of input data, giving the appearance of steps.  Typically, you would use a step 
plot to show situations that involve sudden jumps across intervals. 

Additional  
Information: 

A step plot can be used to display closing stock prices for a company over time. 

 
NOTE: A step plot does not support display rules in the Designer. 

   
 User’s Guide: Graphs, Charts, and 

Plots 

  

 

http://support.sas.com/documentation/cdl/en/vaug/67270/HTML/default/viewer.htm#p1f3lpz99yf7o4n1injrxy3a1vn3.htm
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Question: How do I create an overlay graph? 

Answer: In the Graph Builder, drag a graph element from the Graph Elements pane onto the canvas, 
then drag a second graph element directly onto the existing one.  If the graph elements are 
compatible, they are automatically assigned a shared role for the X axis. 

Additional  
Information: 

The following example shows a custom graph that consists of a step plot overlaid on a needle 
plot. 

 
You can unshare a role by clicking  next to the shared role on the Role Definitions tab and 

selecting Unshare. 
The graph elements are layered in the order in which they were added to the canvas. 

   
 User’s Guide: Adding a Graph 

Element to an Existing Graph 
Object 

 Create a Custom Graph with the 
Graph Builder 

 How to Use SAS Visual Analytics 
Graph Builder 

 Create Custom Graphs in SAS Visual 
Analytics Using SAS Visual Analytics Graph 
Builder 

 
Question: Is it possible for me to change the names for the default roles? 

Answer: Yes.  On the Role Definitions tab, you can modify the names for the roles by clicking  next 

to the role and selecting Edit Role. 

Additional  
Information: 

You can also specify the classification for the role using the Edit Role window. 

   
 User’s Guide: Working with Roles  Create a Custom Graph with the 

Graph Builder 
 Create Custom Graphs in SAS Visual 

Analytics Using SAS Visual Analytics Graph 
Builder 
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Question: How do I add additional roles to my custom graph? 

Answer: On the Role Definitions tab, click Add Role and select the type of role that you would like to 
create.  You can also change the name of the role, select the classification, and choose 
whether the role is Required and if multiple data assignments are allowed. 

Additional  
Information: 

The following roles are available: Group (specifies a category or datetime data column that is 
used to group the data), Color (specifies a data column that can be used to color the data), 
and Data Tip (specifies a numeric data column that is displayed in data tips).  The contents of 
the Add Role window vary depending on the graph element. 

   
 User’s Guide: Working with Roles   Create Custom Graphs in SAS Visual 

Analytics Using SAS Visual Analytics Graph 
Builder 

 
Question: I notice that the graph elements are layered in the order I added them to the canvas.  Is there 

a way to change the order? 

Answer: Yes.  On the Properties tab, use the drop-down list to select Cell.  In the Graph Elements 
area, graph elements are listed in the order they were added to the cell.  You can drag the 
graph elements to change the order. 

Additional  
Information: 

 

   
 User’s Guide: Change the Order 

of Graph Elements in a Cell 

  

 
Question: I notice that sometimes when I try to overlay graph elements, I get a note that says the chart is 

incompatible with other elements in this cell.  Why? 

Answer: Some graph elements are incompatible for overlays; that is, they cannot be layered in the 
same cell.  For example, pie charts and treemaps are not compatible with any other graph 
elements.  A list of incompatible graph elements can be found in the User’s Guide. 

Additional  
Information: 

 

   
 User’s Guide: Incompatible Graph 

Elements 

  Create Custom Graphs in SAS Visual 
Analytics Using SAS Visual Analytics Graph 
Builder 

 
Question: I created a custom graph object and when I used it, I decided there are some changes I want 

to make.  How do I modify it? 

Answer: You can right-click the custom graph object in the Designer and select Edit Custom Graph.  
This will open the Custom Graph in the Graph Builder where you can make your changes. 
You can also open the custom graph directly from the Graph Builder by selecting File  
Open. 

Additional  
Information: 

 

   
 User’s Guide: Change a Custom 

Graph That Has Been Saved 
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Question: If I make changes to my custom graph, will all my reports that use that object be updated to 
reflect those changes? 

Answer: No.  Any changes to a custom graph do not appear in existing reports that were created from 
the original graph object.  However, any new objects created using the modified custom graph 
will apply those changes. 

Additional  
Information: 

 

   
 User’s Guide: Change a Custom 

Graph That Has Been Saved 

  

 
Question: What if you want the reports that use the custom graphs to apply those changes? 

Answer: You would need to remove the graph from the report, add it back (which will use the modified 
definition), and reassign roles, modify properties and redo any interactions to pick up those 
changes. 

Additional  
Information: 

 

   
 User’s Guide: Change a Custom 

Graph That Has Been Saved 

  

 
Question: I deleted a custom graph.  Will this mess up reports that use that custom graph? 

Answer: No.  When you add a custom graph to a report, a copy of the definition is added to the BIRD 
xml that describes the report and becomes a part of the report.  Any changes to the custom 
graph (including deleting the object) will not affect the report.  The report will still be fully 
functional. 

Additional  
Information: 

 

   
   

 
Question: Some of my custom graphs appear automatically in the Designer, but some do not.  Why? 

Answer: Graph objects saved in the My Folder location are automatically displayed in the Custom list 
on the Objects tab in the Designer.  Graph objects saved in public folders, however are not 
automatically displayed.  

Additional  
Information: 

 

   
 User’s Guide: Saving a Custom 

Graph Object So It Appears in the 
Designer 

 Create a Custom Graph with the 
Graph Builder 

 How to Use SAS Visual Analytics 
Graph Builder 

 Create Custom Graphs in SAS Visual 
Analytics Using SAS Visual Analytics Graph 
Builder 
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Question: How do I get custom graphs saved in public folders to show up in the Designer? 

Answer: You can add custom graphs manually by clicking    Show or Hide Objects, and then 

clicking Select custom.  You then need to navigate to the public folder where the custom 
graph is stored and select it.  The custom graph is now available for you to use in the 
Designer. 

Additional  
Information: 

 

   
 User’s Guide: Saving a Custom 

Graph Object So It Appears in the 
Designer 

 Create a Custom Graph with the 
Graph Builder 

 Create Custom Graphs in SAS Visual 
Analytics Using SAS Visual Analytics Graph 
Builder 

 
Question: Do I need to add the custom graph object every time I want to use it? 

Answer: No.  Each user would need to add the custom graph object to the Designer.  Once added, that 
custom graph will be available for all future reports created using the Designer. 

Additional  
Information: 

 

   
   

 
Question: I created a custom graph, stored it in the My Folder location and created a report using that 

custom graph.  Will another user be able to view that report with the custom graph?  Can they 
edit the report? 

Answer: Other users will be able to view and edit reports that contain your custom graph.  They can 
edit the existing custom graph object (change styles, properties, and roles) as well.  They 
cannot, however, add a new version of that custom graph to the report because they don’t 
have access to the custom graph definition. 

Additional  
Information: 

To get around this limitation, users can duplicate an existing custom graph object and then 
change the properties, styles, and roles for that object. 
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Question: I see Data-Driven Lattice on the Role Definitions tab.  What does that do? 

Answer: A data-driven lattice is a multi-cell graph in which the cell data is determined by the values of 
one or more class variables.  The number of cells displayed in the graph is determined by the 
unique values of those class variables.  Each cell of the lattice has the same graph elements, 
but these elements have different values of the class variables.  In the Graph Builder, you can 
define lattice roles by clicking Add Lattice Role on the Role Definitions tab.  You can add 
two types of lattice roles: one for rows and one for columns. 

Additional  
Information: 

The following example shows a custom graph that uses a data-driven lattice. 

 
Graph elements can be overlaid in the same way as other graphs.  When a lattice is added to 
a report, the overlaid element is displayed in every cell. 
You can create a custom graph using either a data-driven lattice, or a user-defined lattice, but 
not a combination of the two. 

   
 User’s Guide: Creating a Data-

Driven Lattice 

  Create Custom Graphs in SAS Visual 
Analytics Using SAS Visual Analytics Graph 
Builder 
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Question: Is it possible to create a custom graph that contains series of graph elements to show data in 
different ways? 

Answer: Yes, you can create a user-defined lattice graph.  A user-defined lattice is a multi-cell graph in 
which you create each cell independently and each cell can contain different types of plots.  In 
the user-defined lattice, you can add graph elements to create a cell in a new row or a new 
column.  To create a user-defined lattice, drag a graph element onto the canvas area.  Then 
drag another element to the right or left border of the canvas to create a new column or to the 
top or bottom border to create a new row.  You can create up to 10 rows and 10 columns. 

Additional  
Information: 

The following example shows a user-defined lattice graph with four cells arranged in two rows 
and two columns. 

 
You can specify shared roles for a user-defined lattice graph to better analyze relationships in 
your data. 
You can create a custom graph using either a data-driven lattice, or a user-defined lattice, but 
not a combination of the two. 

   
 User’s Guide: Working with User-

Defined Lattices 
 Create a Custom Graph with the 

Graph Builder 

 How to Use SAS Visual Analytics 
Graph Builder 

 Create Custom Graphs in SAS Visual 
Analytics Using SAS Visual Analytics Graph 
Builder 
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Question: How can I add a Shared Role? 

Answer: On the Role Definitions tab, click  next to the role you want to share and select Create 

Shared Role With Another Role and select a role.  You can also click Add Shared Role at 
the top of the tab to create a shared role.  You then need to select that Shared Role for your 
various graph elements. 

Additional  
Information: 

 

   
 User’s Guide: Sharing Data Roles  Create a Custom Graph with the 

Graph Builder 

 How to Use SAS Visual Analytics 
Graph Builder 

 Create Custom Graphs in SAS Visual 
Analytics Using SAS Visual Analytics Graph 
Builder 

 
Question: I created a user-defined lattice graph and decided that I want to delete a whole column.  Can I 

do this without having to delete the individual graph objects? 

Answer: Yes.  When you position the cursor over the heading of the column, a button and arrows are 
displayed that allow you to either delete the entire column or move it to a different location 
within your lattice graph. 

Additional  
Information: 

 

   
 User’s Guide: Working with User-

Defined Lattices 

  

 
Question: Why can’t I see the Graph Builder when I log onto Visual Analytics? 

Answer: Users might have access to different functionality, depending on their assigned roles.  Roles 
are mapped to capabilities.  A capability, also known as an application action, defines the 
operations a user can perform.  If you have questions about your assigned role, contact your 
system administrator. 

Additional  
Information: 

 

   
 User’s Guide: Overview of SAS 

Visual Analytics Capabilities 

 User’s Guide: About the 
Availability of Menus and Menu 
Selections in SAS Visual Analytics 
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Question: Can you have an overlay in a user-defined lattice? 

Answer: Yes, you can add an overlay to a single-cell graph, as well as a user-defined lattice graph. 
The following example shows a user-defined lattice that consists of a single row and two 
columns.  In the first column, a needle plot is overlaid on a bar chart. 

 
Additional  
Information: 

 

   
  Create a Custom Graph with the 

Graph Builder 
 Create Custom Graphs in SAS Visual 

Analytics Using SAS Visual Analytics Graph 
Builder 

 
Question: How can we see properties for each of the graph elements? 

Answer: In the Graph Builder, the Properties tab lists the properties for the selected graph component.  
Components that have properties include graph elements (such as bar charts and needle 
plots), cells, axes, legends and the entire custom graph.  Properties enable you to control the 
overall appearance of your graph, from the graph’s background color to the tick value interval 
on the axis.  To change properties for a graph component, select the component from the 
drop-list on the Properties tab and make any necessary changes. 

Additional  
Information: 

Report designers can override some properties when they create the report using Visual 
Analytics Designer. 

   
 User’s Guide: Select Components 

and Elements of a Graph Object 

 User’s Guide: Working with 
Properties 

 Create a Custom Graph with the 
Graph Builder 

 How to Use SAS Visual Analytics 
Graph Builder 

 Create Custom Graphs in SAS Visual 
Analytics Using SAS Visual Analytics Graph 
Builder 

 

http://support.sas.com/training/tutorial/va64/custom-graph.html
http://support.sas.com/training/tutorial/va64/custom-graph.html
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http://support.sas.com/resources/papers/proceedings14/SAS346-2014.pdf
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Question: How does one create the “base line” in a needle plot? 

Answer: In the Graph Builder, click the Properties tab and select the Needle Plot element from the 
drop-down list.  In the Baseline section, select Set baseline and specify a new baseline 
value. 
The following example shows a needle plot with a baseline of 4 million: 

 
Additional  
Information: 

You can also modify this property in the Visual Analytics Designer.  Click the Properties tab in 
the right pane and select the Needle Plot report object from the drop-down list.  In the Needle 
Plot section, select Set baseline and specify a new baseline value. 

   
   

 
Question: How do I add an additional data source to the same step chart?  For example, I want to show 

the same chart for different data sources. 

Answer: Although each report can use multiple data sources, each report object in the report can only 
use data items from one of the data sources.  You could create one report object using a data 
source, then duplicate the report object and change the role assignments to use data items 
from a different data source. 

Additional  
Information: 

 

   
 User’s Guide: Working with Data 

Sources in Reports 

  

 

http://support.sas.com/documentation/cdl/en/vaug/67270/HTML/default/viewer.htm#p1wu8wfn7fpirfn1gsmmivteaku8.htm
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Question: Are custom graph objects stored in a public folder available to all report creators? 

Answer: Yes, as long as each report creator has the necessary metadata permissions to access the 
public folder. 

Additional  
Information: 

 

   
 SAS Visual Analytics 6.4: 

Administration Guide 

  

 

If you have any questions, please contact: 

SAS Education Customer Service 

1-800-333-7660 

training@sas.com  
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